
Book reviewVitor W. MarekExplanatory Nonmonotoni ReasoningAlexander BohmanWorld Sienti� PublishingHardbak: ISBN 981-256-101-3, Prie: $68.00xiv + 408 pages.1 IntrodutionThe reviewed book is written with immense erudition and an unusual, almostsuperhuman knowledge of the area. Unlike other parts of mathematial logi,and for a variety of reasons, the number of researhers in the area of nonmono-toni logi was (and may still be) immense. Sine they all have to publish (orperish), there is a very large body of literature on the topi. It appears theauthor of this book, Alexander Bohman, read and (even more importantly)digested those papers. In this proess he reated a perspetive of the area. Thisis the topi of the reviewed book. So, in my view, the author is, probably,the most knowledgeable individual in the area of nonmonotoni reasoning. Thereviewed book ontains an immense amount of material overing all the fun-damental modes of reasoning in nonmonotoni reasoning (NMR): default logi;logi programs with a variety of semantis (primarily stable semantis, but alsoClark's ompletion, and multivalued semantis), argumentation theory, modalnonmonotoni logis, and also irumsription (minimal models). The breadthof the material in the book is huge. I would venture that most (if not all) sig-ni�ant results of NMR as we know it in 2006 an be found in this book. Thoseof us who tried to give a uni�ed perspetive of the area1 know how diÆult isit to put all the information (or the most of what is signi�ant in it) found inthe past 25 years in a uni�ed oherent piture.First, what it is all about? Starting in the 1960ies, with the pioneering workby J. MCarthy and then in the late 1970ies with the work of late R. Reiter onCWA ontinued by J. Doyle, J. Minker, and D. MDermott it beame lear thatthe long (length measured in thousands of years) held belief, that any valid anduseful method of reasoning must be (essentially) lassial logi, was inorret.Of ourse, one the dust started to settle, it beame lear that philosophers andmathematial logiians had dealt with nonmonotoniity in some speial ases1Full dislosure: the author of this review tried this (together with M. Truszzy�nski) almost15 years ago. 1



(for instane by limiting the semantis of formulas). Yet the idea that somefragments of ommonsense reasoning (for instane the \onluding by default")an, sometimes at least, be formalized was quite revolutionary. We will sparethe reader some juiy tidbits of the developments in the area. It will be suÆientto say that the topi was originally quite ontroversial. The NMR as an area ofresearh erupted with the speial issue on NMR in Arti�ial Intelligene Journalin 1980 with important results by Reiter, MCarthy, Doyle and MDermott. By1985, after the introdution of Autoepistemi Logi by R. Moore, the area wasreasonably well delineated. In parallel there were e�orts in a di�erent ommu-nity (logi programming) to understand the semantis of programs admittingnegation in the body. Atually, these e�orts started earlier. Yet another om-munity that ontributed to the area was the theoretial database ommunity.All these loosely related (but non-disjoint) ommunities inuened eah other.It should be observed that nonmonotoniity ours in a large number ofareas of Computer Siene, Mathematis and Philosophy. One relatively losearea is studying nonmonotoniity of axiomatially-de�ned provability relations.This area is only tangentially disussed in the reviewed book.The explanatory nonmonotoni reasoning of the title is based on the fol-lowing shema (as we will see with a number of degrees of freedom). I amexplaining things as I see them, the author may be looking from some otherperspetive. In this shema there are some symboli objets (formulas, maybesets of formulas, maybe even olletions of sets of formulas) and a ontext S.This ontext may be one set of formulas or several suh sets. There is someabstrat provability relation. There is a way of �ltering with the ontext S ofthe syntati objets under onsideration. After the �ltration there is a �xpointomputation. If the result of the omputation oinides with the �xpoint, thisontext S is an extension (additional tests may be involved, for instane someminimality heking). The presene of the formula in the �xpoint is `explained'by some proof-theoreti proess. For instane, in the ase of stable models theexplanation involves olleting negative information (whih is olletively ap-tured by Gelfond-Lifshitz redution) whih explains why a given atom is in theleast model of GL(P;M) in terms of atoms that must be absent from M . If thissounds like Reiter's extensions, or Gelfond-Lifshitz stable models, or answersets, of Fitting's four-valued stable models, or some other familiar onstrution,it is not an aident. This is what the tehnology developed in this book triesto apture2. As we see there are at least four, if not �ve \parameters" thatan be plugged in: syntati objets, underlying logial language, �ltration pro-ess, losure, and possibly additional hek. In suh abstrat setting we anexpet that many modes of reasoning will be represented, and indeed they are.In Bohman's proposal the basi underlying struture is alled a bisequent. Abisequent a : b   : d (where a; b; ; d are �nite sets of objets (but the in-tuition is that the objets are propositions of some formal language) has thefollowing interpretation (in fat there are several, we will quote two of p. 582Many years ago Truszzy�nski and the author tried to apture a simpli�ed version of thissheme, hene the way I see this proposal. 2



of the reviewed book). `If no proposition from b is assumed, and all proposi-tions from d are assumed, then all propositions in a hold only if at least one ofpropositions in  holds'. Yet another, and loser to the intuitions held by thisreviewer, is this one: `If all propositions from a are assumed and no propositionfrom b is assumed then either (at least one) proposition from  holds, or one ofthe propositions of d is false". This last reading is in the spirit of Lifshitz andWoo, namely as a general program rule. In this ontext, let us mention thatthe answer sets of the kind proposed by Gelfond and Lifshitz in their work onLogi Programming (and thus also Lifshitz and Woo), in partiular disjuntivelogi programming involve the additional test mentioned among 5 degrees offreedom in the sheme disussed above.It is also lear (and it has been disovered by Fitting and Kunen in the 80ies)that 3- and 4-valued logi (but of Kleene, and of Belnap variety, not of Postfamily of logis) are partiularly well-suited for suh onsiderations.2 Contents of the bookNow, to the atual ontents of the book, The �rst hurdle that needs to beoverome is the terminology. In his quest to put, more or less, the entire areainto the uniform approah, the author reated his own language (the bisequents).But most of the ommunity (maybe the entire ommunity) did not adopt thislanguage. This reates a serious problem for the reader.The author introdues the nonmonotoni reasoning in Chapter 1. There is (Iguess, to gain a favor with philosophers?) an obligatory itation from Wittgen-stein (brr : : :) whih, in my view sets up the tone of the book. On a serious side,the author introdues the motivation and outlines the sope of the book. Thetwo strands of NMR (explanatory, more or less oiniding with the desriptionabove), and one based on studies of abstrat onsequene relations are distin-guished. To some extent the relation of NMR and the underlying omputationalmehanism is explored here (but not enough to my taste).Chapter 2 introdues the reader to several important issues. Sott- and Tarski-onsequene relations are explored. The issues of minimality and of support aredisussed.This naturally leads to the introdution of the ompletion and of loop-formulas(that apture the di�erene between the stable and supported semantis). Someelements of irumsription (a major topi are in itself) are studied.Four-valued logi of Belnap and its interpretations are disussed in the nexthapter. Here, the four-valued logi is treated as a omposition of two-opiesof two-valued logi (the idea due to Ginsberg and Fitting). There is plenty ofdetail and a signi�ant body of knowledge presented here, and in quite detail.There is a natural interpretation of default logi and of logi programs as bise-quents. This is the topi of the next hapter, Nonmonotoni Semantis. Severalimportant results, inluding those on strong equivalene of programs are pre-sented there. Let me mention that (with the work of Piere, Lifshitz andollaborators on the onnetions to the logi of \here and there" and of Eiter,3



Turner and Truszzy�nski, both on variations of that onept, and on alternativepresentations) we now have a very lear understanding of the phenomena ofstrong equivalene. Finally, one sees that bisequents are, in reality, programlauses in disguise (if one treats the formulas as some kind of atoms tied withother atoms via semantis). The onnetions with the stationary semantis ofPrzymusinski are shown.A thorough investigation of default logi (extensions and other struturesassoiated with default theories) is the subjet of the next hapter. It is a well-known fat that, essentially, stable semantis of Gelfond and Lifshitz is verynaturally interpretable in default logi. In fat, modulo proper modeling of rulesof logi, there is no di�erene whatsoever. But there are (besides an obviousinterpretation as a very simple bisequent) several others, and they are neatlylassi�ed in this hapter.The bisequent data struture allows for a natural mode of nonmonotoni the-ory of argumentation (Bondarenko, Dung and Kowalski). The next hapter isdevoted to this theory.Both default logi and stable semantis have been disovered in the quest forthe solution to the frame problem. In fat, the major explanatory suess ofstable semantis of logi program is its solution to the frame problem. Indeed,the kind of negation stable semantis provides is - as shown by Gelfond andLifshitz - preisely the one that is needed for suessful formalization of theframe problem. This leads to the studies of ausal relationship and the use oflogi programming for providing a orret formalization of ausality whih isthe subjet of the next hapter. This area still awaits a de�nitive presentationand is the subjet of ongoing researh.The two �nal hapters are devoted to epistemi (and thus Kripke-style) seman-tis for NMR, and to modal nonmonotoni logis. For a variety of reasons(similarly to the argumentation theory) this area is out of fashion lately. Butthe truth is that modal formalizations of NMR allow for apturing many (if notall) aspets of nonmonotoni logis. There are several interesting speial asesorresponding to Segerberg's maximal logis (below S5): those are Moore's Au-toepistemi Logi, and Shwarz' Reexive Autoepistemi Logi. They are dis-ussed in detail. A natural nonmonotoni modal logi orresponding to defaultlogi, Truszzynski's nonmonotoni S4F (with its relation to G�odel's interpre-tation of intuitionisti logi in modal logi), is also presented and studied.3 ConlusionsThe short desription of the ontents of the reviewed book implies, we hope,that the reader now see why we put forward our original assessment of the un-usual depth and rihness of this book. We believe that most tehnial results inthe literature and many results that will be published by many researhers, arein this book already. So now, the question arises if this book ould be used as ahandbook in some graduate ourse of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning.To this question my answer would be an unequivoal \no". If the reader does4



not already have a working knowledge of NMR, it is more than likely she willnot learn it from there. There are several reasons for this (quite sad) onlusion.First, there are very few examples. I would say that most abstrat papers in theobsure areas of, say, Category Theory, are written in this way. But NMR hasroots in knowledge representation and reasoning. It was invented to solve thepratial problems rooted in pratial formalized reasoning. These roots almostompletely disappeared from the piture the author delivers. Next, from earlydays in the history of NMR (but ertainly from the beginning of the 1990ies -viz. papers by Nerode, Remmel and this reviewer, and even more urgently inseveral papers by Niemel�a, and Truszzynski and this reviewer) it beame learthat NMR is also about omputing. These aspets of NMR, today a vibrant areaalled Answer Set Programming are simply absent from the reviewed book3. Ofourse the author had to hoose the material, and it is an indisputable right ofthe author to push his own message. But it should be lear from this reviewthat I do not agree with what he hose. Sine Herbrand, Hilbert and G�odel weknow that logi is, at least to some extent, a form of omputation. In logi,as we ompute the onsequenes, we ompute a �xpoint. It is plain symbolifor the point of view presented in the reviewed book, that there is no plae forTarski �xpoint theorem in the bibliography of the reviewed text.Time for the summing up. I will not suggest to any novie, and any graduatestudent of NMR, that they use this book to learn the fundamentals of NMR.They will not learn it from there. But I will gladly keep this book on my shelfand, I am sure, I will often look it up if some argument, in broadly understoodNMR, will be needed. It is likely I will �nd it there.Vitor W. MarekDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of KentukyLexington, KY 40506, USA

3From this perspetive, the over of the book, referring to omputation is espeially mis-leading. 5


